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Home Teleworking has become a major workstyle for corporate and part-time workers. As high-speed access methods to Internet become popular, workers can utilize sufficient bandwidth to perform their tasks from home. On the other hand, home equipments are not well-protected as those of the corporate networks, and have been major victims of security attacks. In this paper, we first analyze the technical weakness of common system configurations for home teleworking. We then address the basic requirements to enforce network security of home teleworking systems, and propose the configuration examples using the gateway system at the border of the home and the external networks.
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Introduction

Teleworking means using computer networks such as Internet as a medium for performing business tasks. Teleworking enables the workers to work without being bound to commuting and working hours.

Teleworking is gaining popularity in Japan as well as other developed nations. Japan Telework Association reported more than 3 million corporate workers were working from home in the year 2002 [6]. This means more than 5 percent of Japanese workforce (67.66 million in the year 2000) have already been working form home. The report indicates about 13 percent of Japanese corporations have allowed employees to work from home in the year 2000.

Teleworking is referred as a viable alternative in the White Paper of the National Lifestyle [27] to improve the quality of life of the individuals. The white paper also indicates that teleworking contributes reducing everyday commuting hours, increasing time available for taking care of the family members, reducing the traffic congestion of urban highways and trains, and increase overall productivity of individual workers.

Connecting networks for teleworking to an organizational network should be done with implementing adequate precautional security protection measures, since the system configuration of each teleworker has different settings and vulnerabilities. The interconnection should be defensive as possible and should not allow unnecessary services or protocols to be accessible from unexpected users.

The Internet systems of typical teleworkers, however, are still premature for business and prone to security attacks. Recent increase of available bandwidth to home networks by high-speed media such as ADSL (Asynchronous Digital Subscriber Line), Cable TV, and FTTH (optical Fiber To The Home) have opened the opportunity for malicious attackers to abuse the home systems for their own activities [2], while they provide sufficient bandwidth for the production-level activities of legitimate users.

One of the reasons that unsecure systems are used in teleworking environment is that most of the business workers have little awareness of Internet technology [9]. While more people have become aware of the possibilities of security attacks such as wiretapping and packet forgery over Internet links, very few actually protect themselves against those security exploitations.

A Wired News article [26] reports a good example of how an ordinary corporate worker knows little about network security. The story tells about a former dot-com company employee who has been given a computer as a severance pay. The computer was configured for use in a firewall-protected corporate network, but the employee connected the computer to the home network with no security protection. The machine eventually caught some network viruses, but the owner only felt that the machine was just acting funny. The owner could only take the machine to a computer repair shop because the person didn’t know what to do. This story shows that an ordinary business worker doesn’t know much about how the computer network the person uses is protected.

Since April 2001, we connect the home network of one of the authors Rikitake, who lives in Toyonaka City, Osaka, Japan as a home teleworking branch of our corporate research environment in Kamifukuoka City, Saitama, Japan [8]. We perform a field test of teleworking to evaluate how it affects to the productivity and quality of the results. So far we have achieved successful results on improving the quality-of-life of the workers, as well as providing the mobility and portability of the working environment, while maintaining the secure and productive working condition at the same time.

In this paper, we first analyze the technical vulnerabilities of the common current practice on home networks, which only uses packet-filtering routers. We then address the requirement of adding a gateway system and isolating the home teleworking systems in a private network to enforce security protection. We also propose the configuration examples of the gateway system for well-known Internet services, and discuss a model for extending the system to support multimedia communication.
2 Weakness of Screening-router-based Architecture

A typical network configuration on home teleworking, shown in Figure 1, is based on a screening router which performs the packet filtering and NAT/NAPT (Network Address Translation / Network Address and Port Translation) and the internal hosts with the RFC1918 private addresses [18]. While this configuration is fairly easy to set up and operate, it has the following fundamental vulnerabilities [1]:

- Each host in the internal network and the screening router itself have to be carefully protected to prevent security incidents. This sort of protection is not likely to be achieved on a home teleworking system, since the administrator of a home network usually knows little about the security issues.
- The screening router has to put out the logging information to an internal host to record the possible intrusion and irregular activities. If none is available, the trace information is lost. Even if a host is available for logging, the logs may be easily stolen when an intrusion to the host occurs.
- The screening router requires correlating NAT/NAPT translation table information with the logs to figure out which internal host is actually involved in an activity. This makes the log analysis difficult and complex.
- NAT/NAPT blocks packets from the external network if they are not matched with the entries of the address-and-port translation table. This means a static mapping has to be set up to run a server within the internal network. It may also reduce the strength against external port exploitation.
- A simple NAT between the internal and external networks, which allows all ports to be forwarded, can be a loophole for an external intruder to access into the internal network. For example, if a UDP (User Datagram Protocol) [10] packet is sent from the internal host to an external host as a protocol request, the screening router must also enable the address translation to accept the response packet from the external host to the internal host, for a certain amount of time (i.e., 30 seconds to 1 minute). During the mapping is enabled, the external host can abuse the mapping to penetrate the screening router and to intrude inside the internal network.
- A complex NAPT, such as IP Masquerading of Linux [5], handles non-trivial protocols such as FTP (File Transfer Protocol) [14] which requires simultaneous bidirectional TCP (Transmission Control Protocol) [13] connections in the non-PASV transfer mode, by monitoring and rewriting the contents of data packets. While this functionality adds convenience for the external access from the internal networks, it also makes the overall system complex and prone to possible security attacks.

We propose configuring home teleworking systems using the screened subnet architecture as
shown in Figure 2, rather than a simple screening router architecture, to solve the issues mentioned above. Screened subnet architecture, which is common among corporate firewall systems, uses up a separate external perimeter network to isolate the internal network from the perimeter with a gateway system by prohibiting allow direct IP (Internet Protocol) [11] [12] packet exchange between the two networks.

3 Gateway System Requirements and Suggested Configuration

Internet application protocols required for teleworking are well-known. They can be handled by running proxy servers on the gateway system. The following shows our basic principles of how to treat the major protocols for teleworking:

- The gateway system should not forward any IP packet between the internal and external networks. This means no NAT/NAPT at the gateway system, and no UDP-based services is allowed except for mandatory ones such as DNS (Domain Name System) [15] [16] and NTP (Network Time Protocol) [17]. All cross-boundary traffics are handled by the proxy servers running at the gateway system. The operating system of the gateway system should be robust and adequately secure, such as FreeBSD [4].
- The external IP address of the gateway system can be dynamically or statically assigned, depending on the ISP (Internet Service Provider) to which the system is connected. While the dynamic address assignment service is cheaper, the static address assignment service is suggested, since having a fixed address on the gateway system makes it accessible from the Internet and enables it to provide services from the external client hosts, such as receiving electronic mail messages.
- About the DNS configuration: the internal DNS space should be isolated from the Internet. Only the gateway system should be accessible from the Internet; internal hosts should be registered into a private DNS space. The internal/private DNS server should only be accessible from the internal network. Reference to the in-addr.arpa zones for unused RFC1918 private address spaces should be internally resolved and never be forwarded to the DNS Root Servers.
- Running a DNS cache on the gateway system is strongly suggested to maximize the performance of name references by the proxy servers. The reference of external names from the internal hosts is not needed in our configuration, though allowing it does not hamper the security of the gateway system. Rikitake uses djbdns [3] on his system for the DNS services.
- About the electronic mail services: running an SMTP (Simple Mail Transfer Protocol) [22] server on the gateway system is sufficient to forward e-mail messages between the internal and external hosts. The SMTP server should prohibit third-party relaying to prevent forwarding unsolicited commercial messages, and should only accept the cross-boundary and the internal forwarding requests. Rikitake uses qmail [7] on his system as the SMTP server.
- Running a server for a mailbox-retrieval protocol such as POP3 (Post Office Protocol Version 3) [19] is suggested, though not required, if the gateway system has a fixed IP address. The mailbox server should not be directly accessible from the external network to prevent possible intrusion.
- Although logging into the gateway system should be minimized to prevent security incidents, SSH (Secure Shell) [24] provides sufficiently secure remote login and execution facilities, either from the internal hosts or from the external clients on the Internet. Only the public-key authentication should be allowed.
- SSH is also effective to provide relays for TCP services, such as forwarding a POP3 connection from an internal host for an external server. The number of relays, however, should be minimized.
- About the external Web access: HTTP (HyperText Transfer Protocol) [21] and outgoing FTP can be handled well by running a proxy server such as Squid [23] on the gateway system. Squid also works as a web cache and is effective to reduce redundant outgoing traffics to retrieve Web graphics and popular pages. The internal hosts do not have to con-
Multimedia application devices should be under control of different policies from that of traditional text-based information systems; e.g., Internet Streaming and IP Phone should be handled by dedicated gateway devices.

Rikitake has been performing his teleworking tasks of documentation and software development using Web, electronic mail, and other traditional applications, based on his system configured as described in this section without serious security incidents. Various kinds of intrusion attempts, however, such as port scanning and illegal access, have been logged on the gateway system. This shows a corporate-level defense system is required and strongly suggested also for home teleworking.

4 A Future Issue: Supporting Multimedia Protocols

Extending a screened-subnet system solely depending on proxy servers to multimedia use is not practical. The major applications such as the audio-visual streaming and the IP phone are heavily dependent on isochronous packet delivery using UDP packets. Workload of the gateway system can be greatly increased due to the increase of the amount of traffic transferred through the proxy servers, if the system has to relay multi-Mbps packet streams such as audio-visual data.

Figure 3 shows an example of a model for providing support for multimedia applications for teleworking. Using a dedicated gateway for each multimedia protocol provides both load balancing and isolation for keeping the home system secure. Each gateway is attached to the perimeter network so that it can choose the own packet filtering policy.

In this example, the streaming gateway provides conversion between multimedia receiver devices such as traditional TV and radio and the Internet broadcast streams. The IP phone gateway acts as the phone exchange between the traditional phone devices and the Internet phone links. Since IP phone protocols such as ITU-T H.323 requires almost all ports above the port number 1023 be opened to the external Internet, a specific gateway configuration is suggested to support the H.323, which is also used for Microsoft’s NetMeeting, a popular realtime teleconferencing tool.

We need to evaluate this model by further experiments.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we analyzed the weakness of the current screening-router-based configuration of teleworking systems, and proposed that screened-subnet-based configuration with proxy servers was sufficient for providing the infrastructure for Web, electronic mail, and other TCP-based tasks. We also proposed that adding multimedia functionalities to our system would require dedicated gateways for each protocol, because of the fundamental difference of the protocol nature.
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